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1.INTRODUCTION
Fog
formation
is
directly
related
to
thermodynamical, dynamical, radiative, aerosol,
and microphysical processes, and surface
conditions. Extinction of light at visible ranges
within the fog results in low visibilities that can
affect low-level flight conditions, marine traveling,
shipping, and transportation. Fog occurrence more
than 10% of time in some regions of Canada
(Whiffen, 2001) demands that fog nowcasting
and/or forecasting models should be improved.
Particularly, fog intensity, represented with
visibility (Vis), should be more accurately
simulated to reduce the costs of fog-related
accidents and to delays at airports and in marine
environments, and accidents.
The earlier studies on Nd and LWC relationships
showed that there is usually a large variability on
Nd for a given LWC (Gultepe et al., 2001; Gultepe
and Isaac, 2004a). The work by Gultepe and Isaac
(2004b) on fog microphysics suggested that Nd can
change from a few droplets per volume to 100 cm-3
for a fixed LWC and that visibility should be
function of both Nd and LWC. These works
indicated that Nd should be considered in visibility
parameterizations. Previously, Bott and Trautmann
(2002), using prognostic equations, developed a
model that predicted both total number
concentration (Nd) and LWC. Under the saturated
conditions, more cloud concentration nuclei (CCN)
leads to the formation of a large number of small
droplets (Gultepe and Isaac, 1999), resulting in
slower gravitational settling of droplets and thus
low visibility. As shown by the experimental
relation of Jiusto (1981), visibility is directly
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Related to average cloud droplet radius (hence
number concentration) that is indirectly related to
LWC. This shows that visibility parameterizations
should also include number concentration of
droplets as an independent variable.
In the present work, a new parameterization scheme
for warm fog visibility as function of both liquid
water content (LWC) and droplet number
concentration (Nd) is suggested and compared with
the results of earlier studies. Then, applying the
new parameterization, the Canadian Mesoscale
Cloud (MC2) model (Benoit et al., 1997) is used to
obtain Vis values for a case study.
2.OBSERVATIONS
Observations used to develop new microphysical
parameterization for warm fog were collected
during the Radiation and Aerosol Cloud
Experiment (RACE), representing boundary layer
low level clouds (Gultepe et al., 2001), that took
place over Eastern Canada during the months of
August and October in 1995. During the field
program, some low-level clouds with base heights
lower than 100 m height occurred. Although fog
was also observed over the Atlantic Ocean,
observations were limited to higher levels within
the clouds because of flight restrictions.
The main in-situ measurements such as Nd and
droplet size, aerosol number concentrations (Na),
LWC, temperature (T), and relative humidity (RHw)
were collected by the Forward Scattering
Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), Particle Cavity Axial
Spectrometer Probe (PCASP), hot wire probes (e.g.
King Probe), Rosemount T probe, and EG&G dew
point hygrometer, respectively, over 16 flights that
represented low level clouds with various airmass
origins. Nd was obtained using the FSSP-100 with
original size range (2.1-48.4 µm, FSSP-96) and
extended size range (4.6-88.7 µm, FSSP-124).
Microphysical parameters such as Nd, LWC, and
extinction parameters were directly obtained using
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in-situ observations collected along constant
altitude flight legs and aircraft profiles. In order to
represent important scales related to fog formation,
measurements were averaged over 1 km scale.
Additional information on observations can be
found in Gultepe et al. (1996).
3.PARAMETERIZATION AND RESULTS
Using the in-situ observations collected during
RACE, LWC, Nd, and the extinction parameter (βext)
are used to obtain a relationship between visibility
(Vis) and Nd, and LWC, and then Vis=f(LWC,Nd) is
derived. The extinction parameter was calculated
from FSSP probe measurements as follows,
β ext = Qext n( r )πr 2 dr ,
(1)

∑

where n is the number density of particles in a bin
size as radius (r) and Qext is the Mie efficiency
factor. For large size parameters, it becomes
approximately 2 (Koenig, 1971; Brenguier et al.,
2000), and then it is converted to Vis using an
equation given by (Stoelinga and Warner, 1999) as
Vis = − ln(0.02) / β ext

(2)

The new parameterization is developed after
showing the relationships between Vis and LWC,
and between Vis and Nd. Fig. 1 shows LWC
obtained from hot-wire probes versus Nd that is
based on FSSP-100. The LWC increases with
increasing Nd but for a given LWC, Nd changes
from a few droplets per volume up to 100 cm-3. The
fitted lines in Fig.1 for FSSP96 and FSSP124 are
given as

Fig. 4 shows both Vis versus LWC and Vis versus
ice water content (IWC) for reference. It is seen that
variability in Vis as a function of condensed water
content is comparable to variability in Vis as a
function of Nd shown earlier. The fit for Vis (Visobs)
versus LWC is obtained as
Visobs = 0.0219 LWC −0.9603 .
(6)
The Visobs (Fig. 4) becomes smaller at LWC>0.03 g
m-3 compared to the Kunkel (1984) fit (VisK), and
becomes larger at LWC<0.03 g m-3. The root mean
square error (rmse) and mean relative error (mre) in
Vis estimation are estimated to be about 37 m and
44%, respectively.

The VisK parameterization was also based on FSSP
measurements in the size range of 0.5 to 45 µm.
The parameterizations for extinction coefficient
versus LWC from Kunkel (1984) and versus IWC
from Stoelinga and Warner (1999) are given,
respectively, as
β ext ;water = 144.7 LWC 0.88
(7a)
and

β ext ;ice = 163.9 IWC 1.0 ,

(7b)

where βext and LWC have units of [km ] and [g m3
], respectively. Then, βext from Eq. 7a is converted
to VisK using Eq. 2. After conversion, VisK versus
LWC is obtained as
Vis K = 0.027 LWC −0.88 .
(8)
-1

LWC96 = 1x10 −6 N d 2 + 0.0014 N d

(3)

LWC124 3x10 −7 N d 2 + 0.0009 N d ,

(4)

and

respectively. The fits to the FSSP data show
significant differences related to their size ranges;
here, the FSSP96 observations were considered in
the calculations because of the existence of small
fog droplets (<50 µm). This size range was also
used in Meyer et al. (1984).
Fig. 2 shows Vis versus Nd obtained from the FSSP
measurements and a fit to 1 km averaged data. This
figure also shows that Vis decreases quickly while
Nd increases for Nd<100 cm-3 and then gradually for
Nd>100 cm-3. The equation for fit is obtained as
Vis = 44.989 N d−1.1592 ,

with a correlation coefficient of R=0.85. Large
changes in Vis occur when Nd changes from a few
droplets up to 100 cm-3. Above 100 cm-3, Vis
becomes less than 100 m. The large value of R and
less scattering around the fit clearly indicates that
Vis is a strong function of Nd. Figs. 3a and 3b show
a heavy fog case and clear air case, respectively,
indicating importance of droplet number
concentration effect on visibility.

(5)

Using information that Vis decreases with
increasing Nd and LWC obtained from Figs. 2 and
4, a relationship between Visobs and (LWCxNd)-1 is
searched. Then, as described in Gultepe (2004), Vis
is parameterized as a function of both Nd and LWC
(Fig. 5) because Vis is also a strong function of Nd.
The power fit to observed visibility versus xfi (fog
index) defined as (LWCxNd)-1 is obtained as
1.002
.
(9)
Vis fi =
( LWC ⋅ N d ) 0.6473
This fit indicates that Vis is inversely related to both
LWC and Nd.. The rmse and mean relative error in
Vis estimation equal to 37 m and 44%, respectively.
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The larger values of xfi (corresponding to Vis>100
km) suggest that variability (and also problems in
measurements) in Vis increases with increasing xfi,
and this can be related to uncertainties in the
observations at small values of LWC <0.005 g m-3.
The maximum limiting LWC and Nd values used in
derivation of Eq. 9 are about 400 cm-3 and 0.5 g m3
, respectively. The minimum limiting Nd and LWC
values are 1 cm-3 and 0.005 g m-3, respectively.
Uncertainty in the current parameterizations of
visibility in the operational models can be followed
up in Fig. 6. In this figure, Vis changes from 0.2 km
to 2.9 km for a fixed value of LWC as 0.02 g m-3.
Using Kunkel (1984) parameterization (Eq. 8), and
Eq. 9, the effect of uncertainties in Nd and LWC on
visibility calculation are summarized in this figure.
It shows that if Nd is not used, Vis uncertainty
reaches more than 75%. This uncertainty is much
worst than the uncertainty in Vis calculated from
Eq. 9 that is function of both Nd and LWC. In real
observations, uncertainty in LWC and Nd
observations can be about 10% and 30%,
respectively. Note that difference between Visobs
(Eq. 6) and VisK (Eq. 9) is about 15% (at 500 m
Vis) at lower LWC values (<0.01 g m-3); therefore,
Eq. 6 can be used for replacing VisK
parameterization but not for Visfi because of its
small uncertainty.
4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 New parameterization
Earlier studies suggested that visibility is indirectly
related to Nd. Meyer et al. (1980) showed that Vis is
a function of Nd and changes with fog intensity. The
Vis values calculated from their equations are
represented as VisML and VisMH for light and heavy
fog conditions, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7
that VisML is larger than VisP (representing the
present work). In heavy fog conditions, VisP is
almost one order of magnitude less than for light
fog cases of Meyer et al. (1980). The
parameterizations of Meyer et al. (1980) for light
and heavy fog are given, respectively, as
Vis ML = 120 N d −0.77 for light fog,

(10)

and
Vis MH = 80 N d −01.1 for heavy fog. (11)
For the present study, a similar relationship is
obtained as
Vis P = 44.989 N d −1.1592 .

(12)

It can be seen that visibility in Fig. 7 according to
(Eq. 12) decreases much faster than visibilities of

Meyer et al. (1980). These differences can be
related to uncertainties in Nd measurements in
earlier studies or to in-situ measurements collected
within the low level clouds. Overall, the results
indicate that Nd should be considered in Vis
parameterizations as an independent variable.
A new field program over the Ontario region to
develop model parameterizations and validate
model simulations and remote sensing retrievals
will take place during the Fall to Spring of 2005-06,
and this will continue into the 2006-2007 time
period over Eastern Canada for marine fog studies.
During this field program, extensive measurements
of Nd, LWC, and visibility will be made,
representing various atmospheric conditions. It is
expected that new observations will be very useful
for fog related instrument development, for model
validation purposes, and for the development of
algorithms for remote sensing studies of fog.
4.2 MC2 model simulation
The new parameterization (Eq. 9) is applied to
MC2 model for a case study that a cold front
moved across the Oregon coast on 13-14 Dec 2001.
The simulation was done using MC2, nested from
analyses to a 4-km grid with the Milbrandt and Yau
(2005) microphysics scheme, which predicts both
cloud liquid water content (LWC) and total number
concentration (Nd). Results are shown in Figs. 8 and
9. Fig. 8 shows horizontal view of Vis calculated
using the new parameterization (Eq. 9) based on the
MC2 model 12-hour forecast valid at 0200 UTC on
December 2001. A cross section is taken along the
yellow line, and the results are shown in Fig. 9.
Dark blue color shows Vis<50 m. Light blue color
shows Vis between 1 and 5 km. Fig. 9 Cross
sections of LWC (box a), Nd (box b), and Vis (box
c). Vis values<200 m are seen at western edge of
the mountain region. In that location, LWC~0.2 g
m-3, and Nd~40-80 cm-3. These numbers are
comparable with observed values shown in Fig. 6.
4.3 Future works
The results suggest that the new visibility
parameterization can significantly improve
visibility estimates, and additional tests are required
using other forecasting models (e.g. US RUC and
the Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC) Global
Multiscale Model (GEM)) in the near future where
Nd can be diagnostically obtained from
environmental conditions e.g. temperature (Gultepe
and Isaac, 2004). When Nd is obtained, Gultepe et
al. (2005) stated that the use of new
parameterization in a forecast model could improve
Vis values up to 50%.
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The Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model that is used
commonly for numerical forecasting in North
America, also utilizes the Kunkel (1984)
parameterization (Benjamin et al., 2004). In the
near future, a new three-moment bulk microphyscal
scheme developed by Milbrandt and Yau (2005),
which includes independent predictive equations
for the number concentration, mass content, and
spectral dispersion for six different hydrometeor
categories, will be tested in the Canadian GEM
model whereby the new visibility parameterization
can be directly applied. Additional improvements
and validations will also be performed based on the
new data set that will be gathered during the fog
remote sensing and modeling (FRAM) field
program.
5.CONCLUSIONS
In this work, observations collected within lowlevel clouds during the RACE field program were
used in the analysis of visibility parameterizations.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:
•The Nd ranges from a few droplets per cm-3 up to a
few 100 cm-3 for a given LWC, which indicates that
visibility should be parameterized as a function of
both Nd and LWC.
•The earlier parameterizations of visibility were
developed based only on functions of LWC alone,
and this caused the over/under estimate of the
visibility depending on environmental conditions.
•The cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) can be
directly related to Na, which can be used as an
independent variable to estimate the effect of
aerosols on fog formation in large-scale models.
Presently, aerosol size distribution is fixed for these
simulations so Na cannot be used directly for Nd
prediction.
•If Nd is obtained as a function of environmental
conditions such as T (Gultepe and Isaac, 2004),
more accurate Vis predictions can be done even
with current operational forecast models without a
prognostic Nd. Thus, visibility estimates based on
Nd and LWC can be obtained from bulk
microphysical schemes used in operational forecast
models.
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Fig. 1: The LWC versus Nd from two FSSP measurements from the RACE field program.
Fits are shown by the solid lines. The red and blue filled circles are for FSSP-96 (over
original size ranges) and FSSP-124 (over extended size ranges) observations,
respectively.
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Fig. 2: Visibility versus Nd from the FSSP measurements, each data point represents a
scale of 1 km. The solid fit is for FSSP96. The red and blue filled circles are for FSSP-96
(over original size ranges) and FSSP-124 (over extended size ranges) observations,
respectively.
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a

b

Figure 3: A heavy fog case versus clear air case for a same area. Heavy fog is represented
by many small droplets (a), on the other hand, clear air case has a very few or no droplets
(b), indicating the importance of droplet number concentration for visibility.
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Fig. 4: The visibility calculated from FSSP measurements and Kunkel (1984) versus
LWC are shown as red line and thick black line, respectively. IWC is shown as a
reference (thin black line). The red and blue filled circles are for FSSP-96 (over original
size ranges) and FSSP-124 (over extended size ranges) observations, respectively.
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Fig. 5: Visibility versus f(LWC,Nd) from in-situ observations. The equation for the fit is shown on the
figure.
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Fig. 6: Visibility versus LWC based on assumed Nd values corresponding to the observations. The red line
is obtained from the Kunkel (1984) work and blue line is from the Eq. 6. The black lines for Visfi (Eq. 9)
represent the varying Nd values shown in the panel. The Vis values within the boxes are for an assumed
value of LWC as 0.02 g m-3
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Fig. 7: The visibility (VisP) as a function of Nd from the present work and those from Meyer et al. (1980)
for light (VisML) and heavy fog (VisMH) conditions.
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Figure 8: Horizontal view of Vis calculated using the new parameterization (Eq. 9) based on the MC2 model 12hour forecast valid at 0200 UTC on December 2001. A cross section is taken along the yellow line extends from
(42.17N, 234.75W) to (42.56N,236.95W), and the results are shown in Fig. 9. Dark blue color shows Vis<50 m.
Light blue color shows Vis between 1 and 5 km.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Cross sections of LWC (box a), Nd (box b), and Vis (box c). Vis values<200 m are seen at
western edge of the mountain region. In that location, LWC~0.2 g m-3, and Nd~40-80 cm-3. These numbers
are comparable with observed values shown in Fig. 6.
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